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Since 2017, President Trump and his allies have hurtled the politics and policy of
immigration in xenophobic directions to an extent without modern precedent, and
with devastating effect.1 The Trump presidency has instituted hundreds of
restrictionist measures, including high profi le initiatives that have prompted
signifi cant public controversy and many less prominent, often technical measures
that have erected a sprawling, “invisible wall” and placed millions at heightened
risk of deportation.2 With the onset of the novel coronavirus pandemic, the
administration has intensifi ed this crackdown further, using the outbreak as a
pretext to institute even more sweeping restrictions that it previously had tried but
failed to achieve.
Because these measures have been implemented almost entirely through executive
action, rather than new legislation, the next administration will be well-positioned
to roll back many of them—that is, provided that it commits the resources,
energy, and political capital required. But even as it seeks to dismantle the Trump
immigration legacy, the new administration should also lay the foundation
for a more fundamental paradigm shift away from the entrenched regime of
comprehensive immigration severity that enabled the Trump presidency’s
xenophobic crackdown in the fi rst place.3 In both its executive actions and
legislative agenda on immigration, the new administration has an opportunity to
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embrace the more ambitious objective, as it has in other policy domains, to “build back
better” in the aftermath of Trump.4
Rolling Back Trumpism
Experts have provided detailed recommendations for specific actions that the next
administration should take across different areas of immigration policy, and many of those
recommendations can and should be swiftly implemented.5 However, fully rolling back the
Trump presidency’s immigration legacy requires more than detailed technocratic attention
to specific policies. Several broad principles should guide the new administration’s efforts.
First, the new administration and its allies must commit the political capital and resources
necessary to roll back Trump-era policies promptly and to the maximum extent feasible.
The Trump White House achieved success in its immigration agenda by being relentlessly
attentive to the details of their implementation in the federal bureaucracy.6 The new
administration needs to be similarly relentless in making reversal of those same measures
a high priority and should therefore appoint personnel who are committed to energetically
seeing reforms through in their implementation. The new administration also must be
prepared, along with its political allies, to forcefully defend its actions and lean into the
fights when it faces political criticism or litigation in response, which it will.
Second, the new administration should institute meaningful efforts to ensure
accountability and redress for wrongdoing and ethical breaches under its predecessor.
Most notably, for example—although by no means exclusively7—the need for
accountability is readily apparent in the Trump presidency’s policy of forcibly separating
children from their parents at the border, which experts have concluded amounts to
torture.8 In addition to working more diligently to reunite separated children with their
families, the new administration should establish mechanisms to investigate and publicly
disclose the facts surrounding the development and implementation of that policy, to
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provide redress to children and families who suffered harms, and to ensure that officials
at any level who directed, authorized, participated in, or condoned misconduct are held
accountable.9 For wrongdoing that is less severe, less severe responses may be appropriate,
but disclosure and proportionate forms of accountability remain essential—not only to
penalize individuals who are culpable, but to deter future officials from similarly engaging
in wrongdoing and flouting the rule of law.
Finally, the new administration should directly confront the broader context that has
enabled the Trump presidency’s xenophobic agenda. For years, Trump has dehumanized
and incited supporters to scapegoat immigrants, often in openly racist terms, while his
Republican Party allies have acquiesced or joined him with impunity. The new president
and other administration officials should forcefully repudiate this toxic discourse and find
creative ways to contribute—on a regular and ongoing basis—to the development of a
fundamentally different discourse about immigrants and immigration in the years to come.
Reconstructing Immigration Policy
Ultimately, the new administration should aspire to effect a paradigm shift in the
regulation of immigration, moving away from the punitive regime of comprehensive
immigration severity that has dominated immigration policy for decades and that directly
enabled the Trump presidency’s policies. In its proposals for pandemic relief and economic
recovery, the incoming administration has pledged to “build back better,” echoing an
emergent approach to international post-disaster recovery that emphasizes creating
sustainability, building resilience in affected communities, and reducing vulnerability to
future disasters.10 Analogous principles should guide the new administration’s approach
to recovery from the Trump administration’s damage to immigration policy.
The most durable means of achieving a paradigm shift would be through legislation, and
the new administration certainly should pursue meaningful reforms in Congress. When
doing so, however, it should avoid the flawed notion, as described (and criticized) by
Frank Sharry, that taking a “hard stance on enforcement” might successfully “win over. .
. support for comprehensive immigration reform.”11 This largely discredited approach—
which previous administrations have incorporated into both their enforcement practices
and their legislative proposals—not only has failed to achieve reform. It also has further
deepened and consolidated the overly punitive nature of the existing regime—thereby
exacerbating some of the very dysfunctions in need of legislative reform in the first place.
The new administration should break this self-defeating cycle, using its legislative
agenda more creatively instead to articulate and build support for a fundamentally
different framework.
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Wherever possible, the new administration also should build that kind of framework
into its interpretation, implementation, and enforcement of existing laws, with
careful attention to the ways in which executive actions can create the foundation
for subsequent legislation.12 While the Trump administration turned every aspect of
immigration policy into a potential occasion for either excluding individuals from the
United States or initiating removal proceedings, the new administration should use
the opportunity created by a moratorium on deportations—which it already has
pledged—to develop and articulate a different conception of the place of enforcement
in immigration policy. Immigration enforcement is civil and administrative in nature, not
criminal and punitive, and it also must reflect and embody principles of proportionality,
due process, transparency, and accountability. Moreover, sound administration of
immigration policy also requires attention to a range of other social, economic, and
humanitarian objectives that are embodied in the immigration laws and that are no less
important than enforcement.
In addition to rebalancing these objectives in the administration of immigration
policy, the new administration should make its civil enforcement practices less
punitive—for example, by minimizing the use of detention, barring ICE officers from
mischaracterizing themselves as “police,” and making greater use of mechanisms that
treat civil enforcement practices as occasions for individuals to come into compliance with
legal requirements, rather than exclusively as occasions for detention, deportation, and
other punitive responses.13 It also should make sure that the Justice Department’s statutory
interpretation approaches and litigation strategies are aligned with the full range of values
and principles reflected in the immigration laws, rather than aggressively interpreting
statutory language in enforcement-maximizing fashion, as previous administrations often
have done.
Finally, the new administration should reclaim and center rule of law values in its
immigration policy agenda.14 As Tom Jawetz has explained, while immigration
restrictionists have long deployed heavy doses of “law and order” rhetoric in support of
their agenda, the immigration system itself has long failed to fulfill and encourage respect
for rule of law principles. Those longstanding failures have worsened under the Trump
presidency, which has gutted judicial independence of the immigration courts and whose
officials have often defied judicial directives and legal requirements altogether.15 In both
its executive actions and its legislative reform agenda, the new administration should
make clear not only that a modernized immigration system that “builds back better” is
consistent with rule of law values, but also that respect for the rule of law depends upon a
fundamental paradigm shift.16
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The Continuing Importance of State and Local Engagement
In the coming years, state and local governments will continue to have important roles to
play in shaping the politics and policy of immigration, both in cooperation and conflict
with the federal government. While restrictionists have long urged states and localities to
adopt various enforcement-oriented measures, many states and localities have recognized
the constructive roles they can play in support of immigration—as institutions directly
working to integrate and support immigrants as community members; as sources of
alternative, potentially broader conceptions of immigrants’ rights; as influences on federal
actors who seek their cooperation; and as focal points for building and asserting opposition
to restrictionist policies at the federal level.17
During the Bush and Obama administrations, states and localities increasingly
implemented initiatives to pursue these objectives, including more comprehensive
immigrant integration programs; efforts to extend occupational licensing opportunities;
efforts to expand access to government benefits, programs, and services; and policies
limiting state and local participation in federal immigration enforcement activities.18 The
Trump presidency’s anti-immigration crackdown has prompted many states and localities
to become even more active defenders of immigration and immigrants’ rights19—perhaps
most visibly through litigation directly challenging some of the Trump presidency’s high
profile measures and other actions by state attorneys general, but also through a broad
constellation of less visible ways that build upon the roles that states and localities already
had come to play during previous administrations.20
Even with a new administration that professes support for immigration, states and
localities should remain engaged with immigration issues in these same ways. While states
and localities will find additional opportunities to cooperate with the new administration
in support of immigrant communities, there also will continue to be occasions in which
the interests of their constituents prompt state and local governments to challenge federal
immigration enforcement policies and practices, as they periodically did under the Obama
administration.21 And with the federal government less hospitable to the restrictionist
agenda, anti-immigration advocates likely will renew and intensify efforts to pursue
restrictionist measures at the state and local levels—thereby heightening the importance of
state and local responses in their own backyards.
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Conclusion
While the Trump presidency has found success in implementing its sweeping antiimmigration measures, it never has enjoyed strong public or congressional support for
its radical agenda. To the contrary, even as restrictionism and xenophobia have been
ascendant among conservative political, legal, and judicial elites, polls steadily have
found that majorities of Americans oppose the Trump presidency’s immigration agenda
and continue to hold positive views about immigration.22 In fact, public support for
immigration has grown stronger during Trump’s presidency, including among Trump’s
own supporters.23 With this deep reservoir of public support for a new direction,
the incoming administration and its allies should be neither tentative nor apologetic
about seeking to do more than merely to roll back the Trump presidency’s specific
policy initiatives. Only by working to more fundamentally to overhaul the underlying
institutions, practices, and laws that Trump inherited—which enabled his presidency to
implement its restrictionist agenda so readily—will it be possible to fully turn the page and
minimize the risk of a future president causing similar damage to immigration policy.
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